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Supplementary tables summarizing the results of the retrospective sensitivity analysis that was performed for each linear mixed effects (LME) model investigating the effect of seismic sounds on bowhead whale behavior. The LME models were fit to successively smaller cohorts of behavior data to investigate the variation in selection and significance of explanatory variables Table S1a . Summary of results for the retrospective sensitivity analysis for the number of blows per surfacing of bowhead whales. •p < 0.1, *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001
Model covariates & interaction
terms Full model 1980 Full model -1999 Full model 1980 Full model -1998 Full model 1980 Full model -1986 Full model 1980 Full model -1985 Full model 1980 Full model -1984 Full model 1980 Full model -1983 Full model 1980 Full model -1982 Full model 1980 Full model -1981 Table S1b . Summary of results for the retrospective sensitivity analysis for the median blow interval of bowhead whales. -: variable was not included in the model. •p < 0.1, *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001
Model covariates & interaction terms
Full model 1980-1999 1980-1998 1980-1986 1980-1985 1980-1984 1980-1983 1980-1982 1980-1981 Table S1c . Summary of results for the retrospective sensitivity analysis for the surface duration of bowhead whales.
-: variable was not included in the model. •p < 0.1, *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001
Full model 1980-1999 1980-1998 1980-1986 1980-1985 1980-1984 1980-1983 1980-1982 1980-1981 Table S1d . Summary of results for the retrospective sensitivity analysis for the dive duration of bowhead whales.
-: variable was not included in the model. •p < 0.1, *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001 1980-1999 1980-1998 1980-1986 1980-1985 1980-1984 1980-1983 1980-1982 1980-1981 Season 
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